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AN IMPROVED SASH FASTENER. in front of the type, against which it is brought to 

This is a sim pIe and readily operated device to lock bear by means of springs connecting it with ths bed 
sashes in a closed or open, or partially open, position. plate, any number of such springs being employed, 
It has been patented by Mr. Benjamin F. Rath bun, of and pivotally connected centrally with the back of the 
No. 99 'Vinslow Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y. In a suitable platen is an arm whose opposite end is pivoted in a 
casing, to be attached to the top of the lower sash at block moving in slide ways upon the bed plate. A hand 
one side, are arranged two bolts at right angles to lever is pivoted in the rear of and connected by a link 
each other, one to engage an apertured keeper in the with the sliding block, and two �prings also connect 
window casing and the othE'r to engage a silllilar the lever with the block, the tendency of the springs 
keeper in the stile of the upper sash, these keepers be- being to draw the hand lever in the direction of the 
ing simply attached metallic strips having apertures at platen and assist the other springs to keep the platen 
the desired distances apart. The inner ends of the up against the type bed. When the platen is to be 

held away froll! the type bed, the hand lever is en
gaged by a latch, as shown in the engraving. In oper
ation, the form having been inked and the paper 
placed on the platen, the type bed being then in 
vertical position, the hand lever is drawn back and 
then released , the spring� causing the platen to ap
proach the bed with a quick movelllent, or the platen 
may, if desired, be perlllitted to approach the bed 
slowly by retaining a grasp upon the lever. 

. ' . .  

llIortality Report of New York State. 

The New York State Board of Health has gathered 
together some very valuable figures concerning the 
causes of the deaths throughout the State during the 
calendar year 1894. The entire number of deaths reo 
ported was 118,195, and of this n umber 71,055, or 60 per 
cent, occurred in the maritime district which includes 
New York, Brooklyn, Long Island, Staten Island, and 
Westchester County. It is noteworthy that the mor
tality from diphtheria in the maritime district is very 
high and has been rising steadily during the last four 
years. In 1891 in this district 46'41 deaths in every 
thousand was caused by diphtheria; in 1892, 47'90; in 

RATHBUN'S SASH FASTENER. 1893, 51'14; and during the past year, 71'27. The 
diphtheria death rate has increased, it will be seen, 

bolts, as may be seen in the small figure, are pivotally notwithstanding the careful precautions which have 
connected with a bell crank lever fulcrumed in the been taken in sanitation and in methods of diagnosis. 
casing, the lever being connected with a knob whose It is expected, however, that the use of the serum 
shank extends through a slot in the top of the casing. rellJedy will considerably diminish this mortality. 
In the casing is It spring pressing against the inner end During the year nearly one-ninth of all the deaths in 
of one of the bolts, thereby normally operating to the State were caused by consumption. The mortality 
move both bolts to an outermost position and lock the from this disease has declined since 1889 from 120 to 
sash, but by the movelllent of the knob, actuating the 108Y2 per 1,000 for the entire State and from 123 to 110 

bell crank lever, both bolts may be simultaneously in the maritime districts. There has been, however, 
withdrawn. To lock the knob in either of its two an increase for the past two or three years in some of 
positions, a locking arm is mounted to turn on a bolt the central districts. 
secured in a projection of the casing and the top of The death rate frOlll typhoid fever. in thp maritime 
the sash, the upper end of the arm having an exten- district, has steadily declined since 1889. The district 
sion adapted to engage the shank of the knob on which includes New York and Brooklyn reported 60 
opposite sides, while its lower end is formed as a per cent of the entire mortality during the year, while 
thum b piece, where a spring pressing against its under but 34 per cent of the deaths from typhoid fever oc
side normally holds the arm in the position shown, in curred in this section. These very favorable results 
engagement with the shank of the knob. To move are thought to be due largely to the purity of the 
the knob in either direction, the operator presses upon I water supply of the two cities. A gradual reduction of 
the thumb piece, the releasE' of such pressure causing' the death rate from tuberculous diseases is expected in 
the locking arm to lock the knob ill the position to ' the next few years. 'fhe public is being gradually 
which it has been moved, with both bolts withdrawn educated concerning sanitary precautions and the dan· 
or in their outermost position. ger of infections from various sources. 

A NOVEL PRINTING PRESS. 

The illllstration represents a hand press of simple 
Hnd inexpensive construction which has been recently 
patented by Mr. Daniel Maurer, of Middle Village, 
N. Y. The type bed is hinged to the bed plate, the 
chase holding the type or form to be printed being held 

MAURER'S PRINTING PRESS. 

.1. 1_ 

Reillarkable Balloon Voyage. 

A remarkable balloon voyage was made in Germany 
a few weeks ago by Dr. A. Benson, during which the 
balloon reached a height of 31,496 feet, or nearly six 
llliles. The balloon was equipped with various instru
ments for lllaking observations, and much of interest 

was observed concerning atmospheric 
physics. Dr. Benson retained con· 
sciousness throughout the entire voy
age by breathing artificial oxygen 
prepared for the purpose and carried 
in bags, and his observations are 
unusually complete and interesting. 

It is noteworthy that up to a height 
of 1,500 meters the temperature rose 
steadily. At this elevation the ther
mometer indicated 5 degrees Cen ti
grade above ZE'ro. The air meanwhile 
was foggy and thick clouds frequently 
hid the earth from view. At an eleva
tion of 5,000 meters the temperature 
sank to 18 degTees below zero. The 
atlllosphere at this height was very 
dry, and the sun'srays very weak. The 
artificial respiration was commenced 
at an altitude of 6,750 meters, the tem-
perature at this height being 29 de

in position on the bed by set screws or other suitable grees below zero. When Dr. Benson found himself at 
locking means, while an ink table extends backward at 8,000 lllE'ters he tried for a llloment to breathe natural 
right angles from the uppE'r edge of the bed. As rarE'fied air, but found it would be impossible to retain 
shown in the engraving, the bed is inelinE'd backward consciousness at such a hpight in this way. His voice at 
in position to receive a fr)rm, but it is brought to a this height sounded strangE'ly muffled. The temper
vE'rtical position for lllaking the imprE'ssion by means ature meanwhile had sunk to 42 degrees bE'low zero. At 
of a h and lever connected with a rocking yoke, rocking 9,000 meters he passed up through the thin stratum of 
levers being connected by the yoke with the rear of the high cirrus clouds and found the stratum consisted of 
type bed to move it to a vertical position or incline it small well formed snowflakes. The extreme hE'ight of 
rearwardly. When llloved to its vertical position it is 31,496 feet was rE'ached two and a half hours after the 
held against the pressure of printing by the inclina-I start, and the thermometer at this point stood at 47'9 
tion of the levers at its rear, these levers being then degrees below zero. In this extreme cold Dr. Benson 
engaged by a removable tie-rod passed through brack- sufferE'd considerably, althoug'h he was clothed in 
ets at either side of the base. heavy furs. Two of his fingers were frozen during the 

The platen is pivotally connected to the bed plate voyage. 
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Dr. Benson calls attention to several interesting facts 
which have been established by his voyage. He found 
humidity in the highest regions and observed fine miRt 
in the sky to the astonishing height of more than 10,000 

mE'ters. It was also noted that the cirrus clouds at a 
height of 9,000 metE'rs were formed of snowflakes, and 
that to a height of 15,000 meters there is a change of 
temperaturE' mornings and evenibgs, but not above 
this level, and much more of more technical scientific 
interest. The voyage is considered to be one of the 
most satisfactory ascensions on record. 

• I •• • 

A DISTANCE LEVEL INDICATOR. 

A leveling device for use in machine shops, and by 
bridge builders and others, and which is arranged to 
conveniently level in places considerable distances 
apart without the use of straight edges or other tools, 
is shown in the accompanying illustration. It has 
been patented by Mr. James Darragh, No.5 Prince 
Street, New York City. In Fig. 1 it is shown in use 
for leveling shafting, Fig. 2 being an enlarged sectional 
side view of one of the indicators, and Fig. 3 represent
ing a transverse section at the top of the indicator. It 
has two similar liquid indicators, connected with each 
other by a flexible tube, and secured to the ba,e of 
each is a metallic tube with open sides, the metallic 
tubes holding each a glass tube connected at its lower 
end with one end of the flexible tube. The two glass 
tubes are normally filled about half their height with 
liquid, which fills also the flexible tube, so that on 
raising one of the indicators its liquid will fall and that 
in the othE'r indicator will correspondingly rise. The 
upper end of pach glass tube is adapted to be closed 
by a lever valve, and in it is also arranged a self-clos
ing check valve to prevent loss of the liquid, while a 

DARRAGH'S LEVELING DEVICE. 

float in each of the tubes plainly indicatE'S the rise and 
fall of the liquid, there being also a pointE'r vertically 
adjustable on the metallic tube to mark the original 
h eight of the liquid when tr') two indicators stand on 
a level. For conveniently suspending the indicators 
in practice, E'ach indicator has at its upper end a ring' 
engaged by a su�pensory device resembling calipE'rs 
whose curved jaws are adapted to embrace a shaft. A 
suitable spirit level is arranged on each indicator base 
to illdicate its proper horizontal position, and at one 
side is a vertically adjustable graduated rod. In· 
stead of supporting the indicators by the calipers, they 
may be set with their bases on different articles which 
it is desired to level. 

• • • 

Moderniziug of all Ancient Bridge. 

It has taken two years to partly rebuild a bridge at 
Rome which, it is stated, dates from the time of the 
Emperor Adrian, an assertion which is in strict conso
nance with many other remarkable features distin
guishing the Eternal City. It does not appear that 
the necessity for the partial reconstruction arose from 
any absolute want of repair in the ancient structure 
itself, but was due to the new conditions to which the 
bridge was subjected in consequence of the works un
dertaken in connection with the improvement of the 
river Tiber. ThE'se included the better regulation of 
the course of the river, a widening of the channel and 
a raising of both banks. The result was that at one 
end the approach to the bridge was below the level of 
the newly raised bank. Originally t be structure con
sisted of three principal arches of 56 feet span each. 
/J,nd three smaller ones of 12 feet. The latter were for 
the purpose of allowing for the passage of floods, and 
have now been replaced by a pair of arches of the 
same span as that of those first built, which brings 
the roadway of the bridge almost on a level. The struc
ture as it now stands has five elegant and symmetri
cal arches of equal span. In fact, if it were not for 
the difference in tint of the old and new masonry, it 
would be almost impossible to distinguish the handi
work of to-day from that of nearly eighteen hundred 
years ago. 
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